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Abstract Shape memory alloys (SMAs) provide an attractive
solid-state actuation alternative to engineers in various fields
due to their ability to exhibit recoverable deformations while
under substantial loads. This feature is of particular
importance when utilising the smart composite materials
reinforced by SMA. Many constitutive models describing
this repeatable phenomenon have been proposed, where
some models also capture the effects of rate-independent
irrecoverable deformations in SMAs. This paper presents
experimental investigations and numerical simulations on
shape memory alloys. First, by consisting in determining
the transformations of equiatomic Ti–Ni shape memory
alloys by differential scanning calorimeter. Then, in order
to validate a 3D numerical model of the pseudoelastic
behaviour of SMA allowing a finite strain analysis, a set
of experimental tests at various initial temperatures is
proposed. Finally, the numerical simulations of uniaxial
tests performed on shape memory alloys are presented and
compared with experimental data, permitting the validation
of the proposed modelling. Reasonably good correlation is
obtained between the experimental and model predictions.

Keywords Shapememory alloys . Finite element analysis .

Differential scanning calorimetry .Modelling . Large
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1 Introduction

The shape memory alloys (SMAs) are known to exhibit
unique thermomechanical characteristics, such as the shape
memory effect, superelasticity, pseudo-elasticity, or large
recoverable stroke (strain), high-damping capacity and
adaptive properties which arise due to a reversible martensitic
transformation, occurring at the solid state between two
phases, the so-called austenite and martensite [1–5]. The
important characteristics of these alloys are their ability to
exist in two distinct shapes or configurations above or below
a certain critical transformation temperature. It undergoes
diffusionless martensitic transformation, which is also thermo
elastic in nature; below the critical temperature, a martensitic
structure forms and grows as the temperature is lowered,
whereas on heating, the martensite shrinks and ultimately
vanishes [6, 7]. The SMAs are now used in applications in a
wide variety of devices ranging from simple parts like cell
phone antennas or eyeglass frames to complicated devices in
mechanical [8–11], biomechanical [12], aerospace [13], and
civil engineering [14].

Currently, the shape memory alloys are one of the major
elements of intelligent/smart composites because of their
unusual properties, such as adaptive properties which are due
to the (reversible) phase transitions in the materials (see Fig. 1).
SMAs may sense thermal or stress stimulus and exhibit
actuation or some pre-determined response, making it possible
to tune some technical parameters such as shape, position,
strain, stiffness, natural frequency, damping, and other static
and dynamical characteristics of material systems in response
to the environmental changes. The martensitic transformation
may be induced by a change, either in the applied stress, the
temperature, or both [15–27]. The transformation deformation
mechanism is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2. The initial
austenite phase can be transformed intomartensitic phase under
external force. Due to different crystal structures between the
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austenite and the martensite, deformation occurs during the
phase transformation process, which leads to significant
macroscopic deformation. Once the transformed material is
unloaded, the unstable martensitic phase will transform
backward to the stable austenite recovering the transformation
strain.

Recent numerous research efforts have focused on Ti–Ni
SMAs because of their good memory properties and low-
production cost. The works of others have also examined high-
stress rate-independent yielding plasticity in SMAs that occurs
when local-resolved stresses exceed those required to initiate slip
[28–33]. The work of Hartl and Lagoudas [33], for example,
considers the simultaneous evolution of transformation and
plastic strains.

Various mathematical analysis and numerical simulation of
the behaviour of shape memory alloys have received
considerable attention during the last 10 years. A large effort
has been made by many researchers to introduce more precise
analytical and numerical methods for analysing pseudoelastic
and SME response of SMA structures. Some of these studies
focus on introducing constitutive equations to model SMA
response to mechanical and thermal loads more accurately
[34–36] while others focus on numerical, semi-analytical
[37], and exact solutions [38].

In order to explain and describe the complex phenomena
of shape memory alloys, a series of constitutive models have
been developed [39–42]. In general, the models can be
classified into two categories. One is built upon macroscopic
observation [39, 43, 44]. This class of models is simpler in
formulation and easier to implement into finite element
analysis [40–42]. The other class is based on the
micromechanics of a single crystal [45–47]. This class of
model is based on a kinematical description of the physical
strain mechanism.

Auricchio and Taylor [48] developed a constitutive model
which reproduces the superelastic behaviour of shapememory
alloys at finite strains by using a modelling and numerical
simulation. They have implemented a thermomechanical
model able to simulate also the shape memory effect and the
reorientation process for the single-variant martensites. The
proposed approach conducted to simulate the response of
some simple SMA-typical structures as well as an application
with possibly a very high impact in different medical fields
(SMA stent,…etc.). Past investigations of finite element
modelling of SMA structures has been previously discussed
and addressed by Brinson and Lammering [51]. Also, the
constitutive theory based on Tanaka's model [53, 54],
modified by Brinson [50], has been employed to describe
the SMA behaviour. Auricchio and Taylor [48, 49] have also
proposed a three-dimensional finite element model. Kouzak
et al. [52] also treats SMA beams using a constitutive equation
proposed by Brinson [50]. The phenomenological models
have the advantage that their material parameters can be
usually identified by classical experimental tests and the
structure of their material equations is mostly well suited to
be implemented into computer programmes for structural
analyses as finite element programmes [34, 39, 44, 55–57].
The aim of this paper is to present and discuss some of the
results concerning the experimental and numerical validation
of superelastic response of polycrystalline Ti–Ni material
under tension loading.

2 SMA constitutive model

To observe the mechanical characterization of the tensile
specimens, a 3D uniaxial tension finite element model is
built. Larger-sized meshes are adopted at the clamping zone
of the specimens, while smaller-sized meshes are adopted at
the tensile zone, and the meshes at the middle zone of the
specimens are refined. In this study, tensile specimen made
from a Ti–Ni alloy is considered to undergo uniaxial
isothermal tension and there are 1,088 elements with 2,394
nodes total in the model. However, the plane stress
conditions for thin tensile specimens are assumed to exist
(see Fig. 3).

Fig. 1 Stress/strain behaviour of SMA: a shape memory effect and b
superelastic effect

Fig. 2 Illustrating superelastic deformation mechanism
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The elements used for the mesh are eight-node linear brick
hybrid element, contains 24 degrees of freedom collectively
representing the linear displacements at each of the element
nodes. Initially, the material is nickel–titanium shape memory
alloy in the austenitic state.

In order to investigate the superelastic behaviour of Ti–Ni
SMA, numerical simulations with the commercial-explicit
FE code LS-Dyna® were used. The material model used for
the SMA material modelling of the tensile sample is
MAT_SHAPE_MEMORY. It describes the superelastic
response present in shape memory alloy, which is the peculiar
material ability to undergo large deformation with a full
recovery in loading and unloading cycle (see Fig. 4). The
one-dimensional stress–strain relation is generally written as:

σ − σ0 ¼ E ε − ε0ð Þ þΩ ξs − ξs0ð Þ þ θ T − T0ð Þ ð1Þ

where E is Young's modulus,Ω is transformation coefficient,
ξ s is stress-induced martensite volume fraction, θ is thermal
elastic coefficient and T is temperature. The subscript ‘0’
indicates the initial values. Ω is expressed as:

Ω ¼ −εLE ð2Þ

where εL is the maximum residual strain. Young's modulus E
is a function of the martensite volume fraction ξ , which is
given by:

E ¼ Ea − ξ Em − Eað Þ ð3Þ

where Em and E a are Young's modulus of austenite and
martensitic phases, respectively. The total martensite volume
fraction ξ is expressed as:

ξ ¼ ξs − ξT ð4Þ

where ξT is the temperature-induced martensite volume
fraction. ξ , ξ s and ξT are functions of the temperature T and
the stress σ .

To the boundary condition, one end is fixed and the other
end is applied with an initial velocity of 0.1 mm/min. Figure 4
shows the boundary conditions. The material parameters of
the models are listed in Table 1.

3 Material and experimental methods

3.1 Material

This experimental study has been realised on a Ti–Ni (Ti
50.51 Ni 49.49 in atomic percent) polycrystalline SMA. For
the calorimetric measurements, a dozen specimens were cut
from the Ti–Ni plate and submitted to thermomechanical

Fig. 3 Schematic of isothermal uniaxial tension loading

Fig. 4 Stress–strain relationship exhibited by the superelastic shape
memory alloy constitutive model. Sketch of the material response under
tensile loads

Table 1 Materials parameters for modelling

Ti–Ni Austenitic [100 %] Martensitic [100 %]

Density 4.5 4.5

Young's modulus [MPa] 58,334 25,000

Poisson's ratio 0.3 0.3

σ f
AS [MPa] 350 175

σ s
AS [MPa] 475 100

σ f
SA [MPa] 250 60

σ s
SA [MPa] 175 25

εL [%] 0.06 0.06
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treatment. The dimension of plate Ti–Ni SMAwas 100×100×
3.5 mm. Table 1 shows the key physical properties of
equiatomic Ti–Ni SMA. The specimens were heat treated at
870 °C for 2 h (quenching), followed by annealing at different
temperatures: 265, 350, 425 and 520 °C vs. time in a furnace,
and then cooled to room temperature in air (Fig. 5).

3.2 Experimental procedures

The properties of Ti–Ni SMAs, including transformation
temperatures, mechanical properties and some other interesting
aspects were studied by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
and tensile testing. DSC was conducted using a system Setaram
(DSC92) thermal analyzer equipped with a quantitative
scanning system 910DSC cell to control the heating and cooling
rates on samples encapsulated in an aluminium pan. Test
temperatures ranged from −60 to 150 °C with a heating/
cooling rate of 10 °C/min. The specimens were weighed, and
then placed into standard Al-specimen pans. Subsequently, the
Ti–Ni specimens, about 20 mg in weight, were treated at
different heating/cooling rates in the DSC apparatus. Figure 6
shows a schematic representation of the evolution of typical
DSC measurements of the reverse transformation behaviour of
Ti–Ni.

The tensile tests were performed at different temperatures
(T < M f or T > A f) with an Instron 6025 testing electrical
machine operating in axial strain control. This machine was
equipped with a 100-kN force cell. The loading rate is
0.1 mm/min, which is assumed to be sufficiently slow for the
evolution to remain quasi-static and isothermal. The tests are
conducted at two different ambient temperatures, namely 40
and 90 °C. Their elongationwas measured by an extensometer.

Each specimen was loaded to the level above the
transformation limit and then unloaded with the same rate of
deformation. The stress/strain curves obtained at 40 and 90 °C

were used for determining the conventional yield stress of the
martensite and the phase yield strength of the austenite,
respectively. Figure 7a show the test piece geometry used in
the present investigation. The investigations were performed
on the same plate specimen. The Ti–Ni samples used in this
study were heat treated to eliminate work hardening from the
manufacturing process. Figure 7b shows photography of a
tensile testing machine.

4 Experimental resultants

4.1 Transformation behaviour of Ti–Ni alloys

To investigate the behaviours of Ti–Ni alloys, it is helpful to
first understand some important metallurgical properties of
these alloys. From the DSC curves, the transformation start
and finish temperatures were determined. Here,M s andM f are
the start and finish temperature of forward martensitic
transformation, respectively. A s and A f are those of reversed
martensitic transformation, respectively (see Fig. 6).

The DSC curves presented in Fig. 8 correspond to the
forward and reverse martensitic transformation of the Ti–Ni-

Fig. 5 Schematic illustration of a heat treatment

Fig. 6 A typical DSC Curve for a Ti–Ni shape memory alloy

Fig. 7 The dumbbell type test piece used for tensile testing: a perspective
view, b dimensions
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studied alloys after the treatment. It shows the DSC curves of
specimen vs. time during heating/cooling. Apparently, while
heating the specimen produces one endothermic peak; cooling
the specimen creates two exothermic peaks which indicate the
A → R → M transformation. It can be seen clearly that the
effect of duration of heat treatment on the transformation
temperatures are remarkably different. A highly deformed
sample after annealing at 525 °C during 1 min, shows the
martensitic transformation: At cooling stage, it appears as
two well-separated peaks corresponding to the austenite
transformation—R phase: peak (AR) and R phase—
martensite: peak (RM), respectively. One can also observe
a broad peak (RM), while the peak (AR) is narrower and
better defined. At heating stage, a single peak is present, it
is associated with the reverse transformation martensite—
austenite peak (MA).

As an example, the peak (MA) is refined and temperature
changes have little effect when increasing time. Therefore, the
peak (RM) apparently is most sensitive, while the peak (AR)
is hardly changing. The peak (RM) is more refined with an
increasing temperature.

The effect of annealing heat-treatment temperature on the
different peaks of transformation temperature has been
studied. As an example, a peak evolution of MA is plotted
in Fig. 9. It was noted that the peak temperature (MA) has
changed little. Concerning both peaks' temperature (AR) and
(RM), it was also found that the peak (AR) doesn't change
substantially. However, the effect is very important on the
peak temperature (RM). The results in Fig. 10 correspond to
the hysteresis of martensitic transformation, defined as the
difference in temperature between the peaks (MA) and (RA)
or (RM). During annealing, it systematically decreases with
increasing time and returns to its initial value (≈30 °C) of the
normalised.

Several heat treatments were investigated in order to
modify the transformation temperatures of alloys. The
objectives were to dislocate the critical temperatures for
near-room temperature and to avoid the R phase formation,
which is very common in Ti–Ni alloys. Finally, a heat
treatment (a quenching at 870 °C for 2 h, followed by
annealing at 520 °C during 4 h and then cooled to room
temperature in air), was chosen on which, R phase is absent.

Fig. 8 DSC measurement of
Ti–Ni sample annealed
at 520 °C
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The main advantage of suppressing the R phase formation is
to attain uniformity in the stress fields, proportioning a better
efficiency of the shape memory effect.

4.2 Physical and mechanical characterization

The mechanical characteristics registered during the tensile
test make it possible to derive the stress/strain relations. The
tests were performed using five repeats per sample set.
Figure 11 shows a nonlinear response with a maximum strain
of 7.15 % reached and the strain was fully recovered. At
temperatures T=40 °C (T < M f), the deformation related to
martensitic transformation; the rearrangement of martensite
amounts to about 6.9 % when the stress increases to 175±
5 MPa. Tensile tests were also carried out for the same
specimen at temperature T=90 °C (T > A f). It can be seen from
Fig. 11 that in the case of 100% initially austenitic (T > A f), the
stress increases quickly and the slope of the stress/strain curve is
rather steep at the beginning, but when the stress gets to about

350±5 MPa, the alloy starts to yield, causing the stress to rise
slowly and the strain to increase substantially at the same time.
When unloaded at 475±5 MPa, the stress drops rapidly during
the first stage and then the rate of decrease decelerates when the
stress drops to 175±5 MPa. After full unloading, the strain
returns to zero.

4.3 Numerical results and discussions

The simulation has been performed using the hyperelastic
behaviour available in the calculation codes LS-DYNA®. This
model takes into consideration the difference of the Young's
modulus between the austenite and martensite phases. This
difference is also obvious according to experimental data.
The difference of the Young's modulus between austenitic
and martensitic phases has been considered.

Concerning the stress isovalues, it may be shown that high-
stress σxx values are mainly located at the useful part of the
tensile test specimen (Figs. 12 and 13). Figures 12 and 13

Fig. 9 Evolution of the MA
peak width

Fig. 10 Evolution of temperature
hysteresis of martensitic
transformation
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shows a contour plot of Von Mises strain isovalues in SMA
samples at different temperatures along direction x.

Figure 12 related that this simulation reproduces well the
different stages of loading the specimen. The Von Mises stress
fields are given for two different times. The simulation results
are consistent with respect to the geometric changes of the
specimens during deformation. For the superelastic behaviour
of SMA sample, the simulation result is shown in Fig. 13
which relates isovalues of Von Mises stresses. In this
configuration, it was found that the results are very different
from the previous case (Fig. 12). Indeed, the calculated stresses
in the case of a superelastic behaviour of austenitic SMA are
significantly higher than in the case of the shapememory effect
and this is due to the difference value of Young's modulus in
the two phases.

Figure 14 shows the temperature distributions with a strain
rate of 0.1 mm/min. There is an increasing temperature during
the tensile test and a maximum temperature of 90 °C
localised in the central zone of the useful part of the
specimen. Moreover, the results clearly indicate the effect
of taking into account the coupled thermal stress. Note that
the thermo-mechanical coupling increases the ductility of
the material.

4.4 Experimental validation

The simulation result is compared with the tensile test result
for SMA sample in Figs. 15 and 16 in order to verify the finite
element model. These figures show good agreement between
simulated and experimental behaviours. As an example, the

Fig. 11 Axial stress versus axial
strain curve of Ti–Ni SMA under
uniaxial tension and strained at
temperatures 40 and 90 °C with
travel speed 0.1 mm/min

Fig. 12 Contour plot of VonMises strain isovalues in martensitic sample
along tension direction x

Fig. 13 Contour plot of Von Mises strain isovalues in austenitic sample
along tension direction x
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simulated martensitic transformation start and finish stress of
sample, 352±2 and 478±2 MPa, are slightly higher than the
experiment result. While the case for reverse transformation
start and finish stress of sample, 244±2 and 182±2 MPa. The

elongation (εL) obtained by simulation in both states (sample
with various initial 100 % of austenite grain size or 100 % of
martensite) are equal to 0.1 and 0.4 %, respectively, are higher
than the experiment.

Fig. 14 Contour plot of the
temperature evolution in the
austenitic tensile sample
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5 Conclusions

In this paper, a general inelastic framework for the development
of a one-dimensional constitutive model for materials
undergoing phase transformations and in particular, shape
memory alloys has been proposed. The more noteworthy
results of the study are:

1. The effect of annealing heat-treatment temperature on the
different peaks of transformation temperature has been
investigated using DSC. We have seen clearly that the
duration of heat treatment is sensibly affected by the
transformation temperatures. However, the heat treatment
of a quenching at 870 °C for 2 h, followed by annealing at
520 °C during 4 h and then cooled to room temperature in
air, was chosen to dislocate the critical temperatures for

near-room temperature. It also leads to avoid the R phase
formation in Ti–Ni alloys,

2. A number of tensile tests have been performed in order to
understand the thermo-mechanical response, especially
the hyperelastic behaviour of Ti–Ni SMAs. The calculated
stresses in the case of a superelastic behaviour of austenitic
SMA are significantly higher than in the case of the shape
memory effect, the order of 3.5 % and the strain were fully
recovered,

3. Several numerical simulations were also presented and
experimental validation proved to be successful in the
case of uniaxial thermomechanical loading. The stress/
strain curves obtained from several uniaxial superelastic
experiments conducted on a polycrystalline sample Ti–Ni
were well predicted by the constitutive model and the
finite element simulations. The constitutive model is also

Fig. 15 Comparison of
experimental result and
simulation result of SMA
simple at 40 °C

Fig. 16 Comparison of
experimental result and
simulation result of SMA
simple at 90 °C
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able to qualitatively reproduce the experimental strain/
temperature cycling and one-way shape memory effect
responses exhibited by shape memory alloys. The overall
agreement was quite good.

According to this work, a modelling and development of
smart composites may be possible by using this model for SMA
wires.
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